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Introductory remarks

Dear friends,
Annual reports are not really popular readings so we appreciate that you have decided to review this one.
I believe this will lead to modestly increasing numbers of those who have not succumbed to irresponsible claims that NGOs are centres of
conspiracy funded from the West against the people of this country. The following document will shed some light on our accomplishments last
year, what was created and established, how much it cost and who paid for it.
No good news for those of you who are into thrillers – there is no plot or feelings of endangerment. Most of the resources we managed through
2016 came from public resources and there is no room for mysteries there.
Together with Ekopolis Foundation, both as administrators of the EEA Fund for non-governmental organizations, we proudly closed a fouryear programme period in April 2016. During that time, public resources from the Kingdom of Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein supported
almost 200 projects aimed at development of democracy, human rights and active citizenship. Currently, the EEA grant scheme, along with the
2 percent income tax assignation, represents the only more sustainable and functional way of funding the NGO sector, while the sector is also
independently accountable for it. There will be a tender for a new fund administrator in 2017. The ministers of foreign affairs of the Kingdom of
Norway and the Slovak Republic agreed on a new funding period in the amount of €9 million until 2023.
Together with juries for the Journalism Award we appreciated the work of the best journalists working in the increasingly confusing
environment of so-called fake news for the 12th time. Contrary to journalistic work of those awarded, the so-called alternative news does not
bother with fact checks or taking personal responsibility for the stories it offers. A confused public thus acquires an impression that an effort for
true and factual description of events is pointless because there is no such thing as that. The only thing that really exists is interpretation.
Nihilism fuelled by the anonymity of social networks thus encourages far right groups and growing hatred among different peoples.
One of the core activities of the Foundation was the struggle with the far right, underpinning how threatening it is. We tried to grasp
this topic in an unconventional way, using intimate/chamber-like and public artistic forms, involving young artists and their new communication
tools, through organizing and supporting public debates, educational events and conferences.
We keep on accentuating the irreplaceable role of human rights’ education, respect of the legislative framework no matter how much society
tends to grasp at radical solutions.
4

Elections in 2016 showed that not only is the world struggling with deep problems. It is also us. Once unacceptable statements and marginal
opinions have become part of mainstream thinking, society and their (mal)functioning. The majority of society has identified itself with
unsystematic measures and civil society is experiencing a déjà-vu from the 1990s on accusations claiming it is not the collapse of the state and
judiciary and their structures but rather the very civil society that is one of the leading causes of why we are not yet where we wanted to be.
We are not giving up because we believe that the values of freedom and an open society for Slovak citizens still remain something that is worth
losing one´s status for. But not only that – if needed they are worth getting up from your desk and protesting in the streets.

Ján Orlovský, NOS-OSF administrator
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Looking for solutions
against the farright

Campaign Ale hejt neskryje (“But” will not hide hate) was designed to focus attention on hate speech in the on-line environment. The target group
included young people who frequently use the internet. The campaign creatively pointed that in our common speech we frequently hide our
hatred behind the notion but. We created three videos pointing to hateful feelings against migrants, Roma and the LGBTI community. The
campaign also included cooperation with various public figures who recorded or wrote their attitude towards hate speech on the internet. The
campaign ran from July to December 2016. The videos, together with other contributions, have become a part of a broader public debate on hate
speech. We targeted more than 600,000 single users and had 15,000 interactions within the campaign.
Campaign media outputs are still available at: www.alehejtneskryje.sk
Campaign partners were Mayer McCann Erickson and PS:Digital.
The project was supported by the Democracy and Human Rights Programme of Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein.

The campaign Blind Trips / Výlety naslepo was organized in cooperation with YouTuber Selassie, a very popular and naturally-accepted
personality among young people. We took Selassie to three locations he had not known before so he could not get ready for them. Selassie met
with Roma living in the Moldava nad Bodvou settlement and migrants who came from the Subotica camp in Serbia. The last, emotionally mostwired visit was the one to the concentration and detention camp in Teresin.
The campaign strongly resonated among both the youth and the public. It also consisted of a Road Show – meetings with the students in Nová
Dubnica, Košice, Trnava, Levoča, Bratislava and Žilina and three workshops for NGOs and people working with youth in Košice, Banská Bystrica
and Trnava. The online campaign, meetings with the students and workshops were organized from October through December 2016.
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Campaign outputs: 616,974 internet users. This figure represents a combined output – a sum of the total viewership of four videos on YouTube
(389,000), paid outputs in case of contributions referring to the videos and contributions promoting workshops on Facebook (183,822 unique
users) and the number of likes of campaign photographs from the blind trips (#VyletyNaslepo), published by Selassie on his Instagram profile
(44,052 likes). This number does not represent single users – there may be some overlap between the videos and the channels.
This project was supported by the Ministry of Education, Science, Research and Sports of the Slovak Republic from the Programme for Youth
2014 – 2020, Programme of the PRIORITY of youth policy administered by IUVENTA – the Slovak Youth Institute.

The Open Society Foundation - Nadácia otvorenej spoločnosti became a partner to a national contest called YOUNG LIONS. The competition
targeted young creative designers from advertising. We prepared a competition brief in print and cyber categories, while the central topic of the
brief was Let´s Take a History Lesson. We were looking for creative ideas that can simply and clearly facilitate the importance of historical context

„

and relations to young people from the perspective of the world that live in today.
The competition was carried out in May 2016. Fifty-five teams signed up for the print category and 29 teams for the cyber category. The winners
of both categories were publicly announced in June 2016 within an award ceremony: Zlatý klinec.

sensitive perception of historical events
and how they relate to each other
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Let´s spread the message
That there are many people
of good will
A CALL TO HUMANITY

At the end of August 2015, NOS-OSF representatives joined the civic initiative A Call to Humanity. Its aim has been to catch the interest of the
wider public in the tragic situation of people fleeing war and to call the Slovak government to summon a roundtable of all stakeholders that can
contribute to limiting the impacts of this humanitarian crisis.
More than 11,000 people joined the call in about a week. The call not only created online-support but also a platform for coordination of material
and financial collections for the refugees.
NOS-OSF became the administrator of a financial donation of €500,000 allocated by TIPOS, the national lottery. We redistributed this money
for humanitarian and integration projects to organizations offering practical assistance in the escalating refugee crisis.
The reallocation of funds was decided by the Council of the Call for Humanity, representing the Call initiators, independent expert and
representatives of the TIPOS Corporation. The public could follow the spending on a transparent account created for the purposes of this
initiative within our partnership cooperation with TIPOS, a.s.
Nine projects were supported throughout the first half of 2016, in the total amount of €131,338.
For more information on supported projects see osf.sk/vyzva-k-ludskosti/

Organisation

Project name

Amount

CVEK

Intercultural Guide to Life in Slovakia

24 610,00 €

OZ Človek v ohrození

Refugees Among Us

10 500,00 €
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Diecézna charita Nitra

Integration of People with People

10 708,00 €

EDUMA - Od emócií k poznaniu, n.o.

Through Knowledge to Humanity

10 500,00 €

Spoločenstvo Ladislava Hanusa

Who is Going to Help?

23 120,00 €

Slovenská katolícka charita

Fire Precautions in one Block of Emergency Housing for
People under International Protection

Vysoká škola zdravotníctva a sociálnej práce

Humanitarian Activities and Help to Refugees in Slovenia,

sv. Alžbety, n.o.

Serbia, Iraqi and Near East

TOTAL:

6 700,00 €

26 000,00 €

112 138,00 €

Dodatočne schválené projekty:
OZ Človek v ohrození

Preparation for Winter Season in Refugee Camps

15 000,00 €

Preparation for Winter Season in Refugee Camps

4 200,00 €

Dodatočne schválené projekty:
Inštitút pre migráciu a komunikáciu
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mať rovnaké šance
ako ostatní
PRIDE PARADE

After a break of one year, the PRIDE Parade Bratislava 2016 returned to the streets of Bratislava. The 6th year of the traditional celebration was
organized on 30 July 2016 at Hviezdoslavovo Square in Bratislava. This colourful walk through the city centre connects to similar parades across
the world when LGBTI people are accompanied by their families, friends, colleagues and acquaintances to support them in their desire to have
equal opportunities like others: staying healthy, pursuing happiness, earning a living, being safe in their country and caring for their loved ones.
The organizational team, consisting of representatives of the Inakosť Initiative, Queers Leaders Forum, No Mantinels and other volunteers,
decided to connect the celebration to the campaign Life Partnership that represents a platform of Slovak NGOs, with the view to getting public
support for legal recognition of same sex partnerships and their families. The platform strives to make life partnership a stable part of family law
in Slovakia and make it accessible for all couples regardless of their gender identity or sexual orientation.
Nadácia otvorenej spoločnosti – Open Society Foundation supported this festival through its personal representation in the event and also
through a grant from the Open Society Institute. We also supported Košice PRIDE organized on 3 September 2016.

„

so that they can be safe in their country,
caring for their loved ones
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Through arts and humour
against hatred
WALK

The Walk / Prechádzka is an unconventional, arts and humour-based sequence of activist and artistic installations, performances and online
activities aimed at depicting Neo-Nazism and anti-racism, overarching to the present hate-wave against refugees. The title of the event – The
Walk is essentially a counter-position to the Nazi marches occurring time to time throughout Slovakia. We prepared two series in Bratislava and
one in Banská Bystrica in 2016.
05 - 14.03.2016 Bratislava
Michal Habaj, Boris Ondreička, Michal Rehúš, Daniela Krajčová, Oto Hudec, Erik Sikora, Šymon Kliman, Salónik a Martin Zaiček, Tomáš Rafa,
Stredoeurópske fórum o fašizme, special edition of Denník N
06 - 08.05.2016 Banská Bystrica
Šymon Kliman, CA Antikomplex.sk, The Gallery of Central Slovakia, Kundy Crew

„

19 - 25.06.2016 Bratislava
Azim Farhadi and Tomáš Rafa, Samčo, brother of earthworms, Rudi Rus, Mišo Ormoš, Ilona Németh, Salónik and Jana Milatová, No Comment,
Radovan Čerevka, Šymon Kliman.

we used to think Central Europe was open
back in the 1990s
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On 13-14 October 2016 we organized a day-long series of events with the aim to point to prejudices, myths and barriers against Muslims and
show ways how to overcome them. The speakers at the conference included representatives of the Muslim communities of France and
Switzerland and experts and academia from Slovakia, Poland and Hungary. The project partners were EEA Grants and Norway, Europe for Citizens
Programme of the EU, Forum of the World Religions – Slovakia and Social Initiative of Support to Minorities through Media Activism. The
accompanying programme offered a Dervish performance by Zia Azazi, a dance workshop and a photographic exhibition depicting Muslims living

„

in Slovakia. The conclusions and recommendations were published in conference proceedings.
The project was supported by Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway through the Democracy and Human Rights Programme administered by Nadácia
otvorenej spoločnosti – Open Society Foundation.

distinction and fear from
what is alien and unknown
gave birth to myths
full of misinterpretations
and moral prejudices
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We support work
of non-governmental
organizations

The Democracy and Human Rights Programme entered into its final stage in 2016. It has constituted a part of the EEA Financial Mechanism for
2009-2014, administered by the NOS-OSF Foundation as of January 2013 until April 2016. There was an amount of €3,199.911 earmarked for
supporting NGO activities through three open calls for proposals and one call for bilateral cooperation. As the programme administrator we
supported 114 projects, of which 86 were in four programme areas: Democracy and Good Governance; Human Rights including Minority Rights,
Gender Equality and Fight against Gender-based Violence; Prevention of Discrimination, and Fight against Racism, Xenophobia and other Forms
of Intolerance and 28 projects were supported through the Bilateral Fund, nine of which were in a specialized call.
All projects were finished by 30 April 2016. In the first call for proposals (2013), €1,940,723.41 was reallocated (together with bilateral activities),
more than 60 percent of the budget. In the second call (2014) the budget was € 938,645.83 (together with the bilateral activities) and in the third
call (2015) it was €225,891.14. The last open call within the Bilateral Fund (2016) reallocated €66,283.64.
The programme mainly focused on developing cooperation between civil society and public and private sectors through supporting partnerships
at the project level in all programme areas and at reducing economic and social disparities within the EEA area. The cross-cutting programme
priority was developing NGO capacities and improving their position in society. A special goal was development of bilateral cooperation
between Slovak NGOs and other entities of public, private and NGO-sector in donor countries. The programme also focused on supporting
children and youth in danger and specific minority needs.
Support was geared towards projects strengthening active citizenship, enhanced NGO involvement into policy design at all levels, supporting
democratic values, including human rights, developing advocacy and watchdog activities, empowering NGO capacities and improving conditions
for the functioning of civil society and vulnerable groups. More than 60 percent of the budget was allocated through the first call for proposals,
where the maximum project scope was 28 months. The support was mainly allocated to institutional grants, capacity development of the
organizations and finding solutions to social problems of a national scale. On the other hand, the third call for proposals was rather geared
towards supporting smaller organizations with a strong regional component, where the maximum amount of grants was €15,000.
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Bilateral fund
In 2016 we supported bilateral cooperation with donor countries through a self-standing call for proposals announced back in 2015, closed on
22 January 2016. The call aimed at projects covering a broad spectrum of challenges such as the increase in extremism, the migration crisis and
current problems. The following nine projects were supported:
Organisation

Bilateral activity

Kaspian

Together for Tolerance

Sapling

Study trip “PRIDE and Onwards”

CVEK

Supporting Local Self-governments in Integrating Migrants – Examples of Good Practice
from Norway

Mládež ulice

How Do You Work with Homeless Youth and People in Iceland?

EDAH

Refugees during the Holocaust

Transparency International Slovakia

Experience Exchange with the Fight against Shell-Companies

Karpatská nadácia

International Network of Youth Generation 2020

Rada mládeže Žilinského kraja
Punkt

SLOVAK and UNESCO Representations Partnership for Addressing Xenophobia through
Education
WhatCity? Network
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Final event and publication – It Can Be Done
This gala event organized at the occasion of closing the Fund for NGOs in Slovakia, held on 21 April 2016, was titled It Can Be Done. The event
was opened by the Ambassador of the Norwegian Kingdom to the Slovak Republic, her Excellency Inga Magistad, together with a representative
of the EEA Financial Mechanism Office in Brussels, Catherine McSweeney. Selected success stories of Slovak NGOs demonstrated changes
brought about by almost 200 projects. The project sample included representatives of the Potôň Theatre, Via Iuris, Slatinka and four associations
of groups for contemporary arts, the Fair-Play Alliance, Association for Help to People with Mental Disability, Freedom of Choice, Friends of the
Earth – SPZ, kRaj, ETP Slovakia – Centre for Sustainable Development, Association of Young Romas and CVEK. Comprehensive information on
the Democracy and Human Rights Programme and Active Citizenship and Inclusion, together with inspirational stories of selected grantees were
contained in a bilingual publication published under the identical name as this event.
The Programme also contained so-called complementary actions strengthening the development of civil society and activities implemented in
cooperation with the donor countries. We have participated in the following projects from the organizational and financial point of view:

Study Civil Society in Slovakia: crisis, crossroads, challenges
Situation, trends, needs and opportunities for developing civil society in Slovakia
The study is a result of cooperation of experts and co-workers of three non-governmental organizations – the Institute for Public Affairs, Partners
for Democratic Changes Slovakia (PDCS) and the Centre for Philanthropy. In the second half of 2016, these organizations implemented a research
project that evaluated the situation, trends, needs and opportunities of developing civil society in Slovakia. The project was supported by Nadácia
otvorenej spoločnosti – Open Society Foundation in cooperation with the Children of Slovakia Foundation, Foundation for Social Change SOCIA
through Active Citizenship and Inclusion Programme and Democracy and Human Rights Programme funded by Iceland, Lichtenstein and Norway,
while the Conrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS) financially supported publishing of the book that summarized main project findings.
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Trust fund
Six informal courses aimed at developing skills needed for external fundraising of NGO activities constituted a part of the NGO Capacity
Development initiative. The lecturers for all training areas came from the Slovak Fundraising Centre and Academia Istropolitana Nova – AI Nova.
The trainings were carried out from September to November 2016.

List of project activities:
29 - 30. 11. 2016

Fundraising for Beginners

03 - 04.11.2016

Fundraising from Corporations, Strategic Planning of Fundraising

14 - 15.11.2016

Basics of On-line Communication and Fundraising, Crowdfunding

30.11 - 01.12.2016

Project and Financial Management

08 - 11.11.2016

Project Preparation and Management According to Logical Framework Methodology

21 - 25.11.2016

Project Preparation and Management According to Logical Framework Methodology

School as an agent of change
This publication is a result of cooperation with the Institute for Financial Literacy in Iceland. It is designed for those schools and teachers that
have realized that change is not going to happen through top-down management but through their own initiative. It contains the following three
chapters:
Inspiration from Iceland – Why Iceland? We opted for this country because it is rated as the third happiest country in the world and one can
also see it with the children attending schools. Slovakia, on the other hand, ranks among the countries with least level of happiness among
school-attending children according the PISA testing. This chapter focuses on the Icelandic national plan of care and education titled Youth in
Iceland as an example of a well-managed basic document setting the framework for a national philosophy of educating children and youth.
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Ladislav Baranayi and School Network Organization describes changes of this school into a community education centre and the importance
of the school´s vision, common values and a so-called holistic school – that means a school connected to the world. The School Network is an
initiative assisting in school transformation so that school is attractive to children and so that activities carried out there make sense to them.
On managed school-change process, the third chapter, describes various threats blocking learning and the ways in which to create a respectful
environment that enhances effective learning. Its most important message is that a school can implement such change only in cooperation with
the community, i.e. parents, founding entities and that the change also needs to respond to children´s needs.

Openly on
In 2016, we organized several workshops and seminars for representatives of NGOs and professionals in the human rights area.
Seminar I
Openly On/Otvorene O focused on marketing and communication, including communication via the internet. The participants also presented
their own projects. The seminar, consisting of 90-minute interactive presentations on advertising strategies, marketing and online presence was
held on 15-16 March 2016. The aim was to show functional communication and marketing strategies that can also be used in a non-governmental
environment.
Seminar II
Openly On/Otvorene O and Let's Facebook. These events in May and June 2016 focused on effective online communication of human rights
topics, specifically focused on hate-related dangers and how to work with them.
Discussion III
Openly On/Otvorene O: Experiencing Human Rights (Ľudské práva na vlastnej koži) – discussion designed for the public, organized during the
Pohoda Festival on 11 July 2016. This event zoomed in on the works of a photographer, visual artist, movie theoretician and designers of online
games on human rights.
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Seminar IV
Openly On/Otvorene O: focused on movies, television, advertising, music and the game industry. Its main goal was to discuss strategies that
allow for attracting the attention of a wide public. The seminar was organized on 25 October 2016.
The project was supported by Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway through the Democracy and Human Rights Programme administered by Nadácia
otvorenej spoločnosti - Open Society Foundation.
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Unlocking up-to-date topics:
authentically, professionally,
unconventionally

With support from the Embassy of the United States of America to Slovakia, OSF carried out a series of five public discussions titled Face2Face
in different towns and cities of Slovakia. In 2016, the subjects were tolerance, the fight against the far-right, environmental topics and the US
elections.

African-Americans, Roma, Muslims. What’s their life like?
01.03.2016 | Municipal Office in Trnava
Topics of collective guilt, racism, xenophobia and discrimination were discussed on both a personal and political level by the following panellists:
Hilary O. Shelton (NAACP Washington Bureau Director and Senior Vice President for Advocacy), Mohamad S. Hasna (Islamic Foundation),
Janette Motlová-Maziniová (EDUMA– EDUMA – from emotions to knowledge), Lukáš Krivošík (journalist). The discussion was moderated by
Fedor Blaščák, philosopher.

Eco in town/Eko v meste
25.04.2016 | Open Gallery, Bratislava
Panellists discussed the ecology of day-to-day lives of people living in cities. What can ordinary people do to live more ecologically? Do small
changes in the lives of individuals matter in the global context? The panellists included: Petra Ježeková (Živica), Jozef Pecho (climatologist,
Czech Academy of Sciences), Zuzana Hudeková (landscape architect), and Barbora Vitázková (activist and forestry engineer, BROZ).

True story of a former American skinhead
18.05.2016 | Urban Spot, Banská Bystrica
Why did a 14 year old teenager join far-right extremists? This discussion presented the life of a former leader of a Skinhead movement in the US.
Personal stories and confessions were combined with a discussion in the Slovak context – the rise of support for the far right. The panellists
28

included: Christian Picciolini (previously a far-right follower, founder of the first American exit programme, Chicago, USA) and Radovan Bránik
(expert on the far right in Slovakia). The discussion was moderated by Dušan Ondrušek (PDCS).

True story of a former American skinhead
21.11.2016 | Tabačka Kulturfabrik, Košice
A second discussion with Christian Picciolini with about 60 participants. The panellists included: Christian Picciolini, Peter Kulifaj (Mládež ulice
– Youth of the Streets), and Dušan Ondrušek (PDCS).

Trumping elections
20.10.2016 | Satori Stage, Bratislava
What to expect after the American elections? What are the chances of each candidate to win and what will be their first actions in the office?
The aim of the discussion was to offer deeper insight into the electoral process and the transition to power of a new president. Panellists included:
Ricardo Ramirez (American expert on political mobilisation), Erik Láštic (head of the Department of Political Sciences, Comenius University),
and Adam Znášik (communication advisor). Moderated by: Branislav Ondrášik.

On the eve of International Human Rights Day we organized an international conference titled Connected in Bratislava on 7-9 December 2016.
The knowledge and experience of the speakers was the subject of the joint discussion that symbolically wrapped up the second grant cycle of the
Democracy and Human Rights Programme.
The ambition of these three days dedicated to human rights was to offer a different, more practical perspective on the notion of human rights.
The conference was held under the auspices of Slovakia’s public defender of human rights, Ms. Jana Dubovcová, and in cooperation with partner
organizations: Coalition for Children Slovakia, We Want to Know More (Chceme vedieť viac), Slovakia for All (Slovensko pre všetkých), Children
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of Slovakia Foundation, CVEK, Frontline Club, Slovak Press Photo, UNICEF Slovakia, PS:Digital, Mayer McCann Erickson, Endowment Telekom
Fund and the Embassy of the Netherlands.
Each day covered a different thematic area: 7 December focused on Storytelling, 8 December on Education and 9 December on Policies. The
two days dedicated to care and education to human rights resulted in a publication Human Rights in Care and Education, Current Situation,
Challenges and Inspirations (Ľudské práva vo výchove a vzdelávaní, aktuálny stav, výzvy a inšpirácie). This publication will contribute to a public
discussion about reform of the education system as announced in the Government Manifesto. The goals of the reform were presented in a
document titled Learning Slovakia (Učiace sa Slovensko).
The publication offers different perspectives on human rights in the educational system – both academic and practical – as well as the experience
of Slovak schools and inspiration from Iceland. Our goal was to focus on human rights and think about possible ways to introduce them to
everyday life as an integral part.

„

The project was supported by Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway through the Democracy and Human Rights Programme administered by Nadácia
otvorenej spoločnosti – Open Society Foundation.

probably everybody
has heard about human rights...
but hearing is not enough
30

Deﬁne the meaning
of human will
in today´s society
OTÁZKA VÔLE - QUESTION OF WILL

Question of Will - Otázka vôle is an artistic project reaching into 2017 (December 2016 - Apríl 2017). The concept was prepared in cooperation
with an artist and curator, Boris Ondreička. The project connects human rights, arts, science and technology. Also thanks to the cooperation
with Norwegian Kunsthall Trondheim the project was able to present top experts in arts, philosophy and computing sciences. Together they
tried to define the importance of human will in today´s society and reflect on this topic from different angles. The presentations of foreign
experts were combined with a complementary programme of exhibitions, screenings, discussions and performances in the Open Gallery and A4
theatre. There is a bilingual archive of presentations, videos and papers on questions of will available at www.questionofwill.sk.
The project Otázka vole – A Question of Will is co-funded from the EEA financial mechanism grant and from the state budget of the Slovak
Republic.
Programme in 2016:
15.12.2016 | Exhibition and discussion with Peter Kalmus: Limits of Tolerance
17.12.2016 | A Question of Will 01 with Stefan Lorenz Sorgner and Helena Holmberg

when I was a child and did not know how to
do something, my father used to say to me:
“It´s just a question of will!”
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Confronted with the dark side
of our history
PRIZE FOR SOCIALLY-ENGAGED ARTS

In cooperation with the Foundation for Contemporary Art we awarded a special Award for Socially-Engaged Art on the occasion of the 21st
year of the Oskár Čepan Competition in Banská Bystrica. This award is in appreciation to creative works that opens important social and political
topics into public debate. No public nominations were accepted for the award. The winner was chosen by a jury consisting of Ilon Németh, Lenka
Kukurová, Lucia Gregorová Stach, Natália Tomeková (NOS-OSF) and Christian Potiron (NCSU).
The winner of this award was a conceptual artist, Peter Kalmus. The jury appreciated mainly his long-term involvement in public issues and
confronting Slovak society with the dark sides of our history. There was also a financial prize of €500 presented to the artist along with the
opportunity to organize an exhibition in the Open Gallery.

On the occasion of World Refugee Day we supported an event titled Sunday Parade/Umbrella Parade (Nedeľná paráda/Dáždnikový pochod)
organized on 19 June 2016 at the Stará tržnica (Old Market) and in Kunsthalle in Bratislava.
The programme also offered a discussion on refugees pursuing the Balkan road into the European Union under the title How It Feels to be
Escaping? along with an exhibition by Tomáš Rafa. The panellists were: Tomáš Rafa (activist and artist) and Azim Farhadi (Institute for Migration
and Communication).

The Open Gallery located in the NOS-OSF building is used for organizing our own events related to current issues and NOS-OSF priorities. The
following overview gives a list of events organized in 2016:
36

How I Discovered Smugglers of Children in the Caribbean – Writing

29.03. 2016

Frontline Club and MONO

Documentary Photography: New Ways of Capturing Difficult Stories

13.04.2016

NOS – OSF

Discussion – Eco Are You in Your Town?

25.04.2016

NOS - OSF and the US Embassy

Openly about Online Hatespeech

20.05.2016

NOS - OSF + PS:Digital

No Comment

23.06. - 31.07.2016

NOS – OSF

8th Year of Roma Spirit 2016 Awards

24.08.2016

ACEC + NOS - OSF

Tomáš Rafa Exhibition – Repetition

14.09. - 30.09.2016

NCSU + NOS - OSF

Exhibition – Robert Tappert: Non-places

06.10. - 31.10.2016

Robert Tappert + NOS - OSF

Screening "Hooligan Sparrow"

06.12.2016

The Dutch Embassy + NOS - OSF

Longforms in Slovakia and Globally
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Building Potential

How the migrants turned me
into a radical in a week’s time
JOURNALISTIC AWARD 2015

In 2016 we organized the 12th edition of the Journalism Award Competition, awarding high-quality journalistic work and stimulating expert
discussion on the current situation and trends of Slovak journalism. The long-term goal of the competition is to contribute to improving
professional and quality journalism.
In this year’s competition 229 authors submitted 563 contributions in 14 categories. The Competition Board also awarded three special prizes
along with the prizes in each category.
The golden partner of the 12th edition of the Journalism Award Competition 2015 was Slovenská sporiteľňa; silver partners included Google,
Foundation Stop Corruption (Nadácia Zastavme korupciu), ESET Foundation, Award of the Association of the Slovak Periodical Press Publishers and
the Open Society Fund Prague. In-kind contribution was provided by Newton Media, Grape PR and Mayer McCann Erickson.
The support of our partners allowed us to offer a financial award in individual categories together with a prize in the amount of €500. On this
occasion we also awarded a special Open Society Award in memory of Karol Ježík and Award of the Association of the Slovak Periodical Press Publishers
and the Let´s Stop Corruption Award. There was a financial award of €1,000 given along with each of those special prizes.

Winners of the Journalism Award for 2015 by category:

Written journalism
1. The best feature: Tomáš Bella, Ako zo mňa utečenci za týždeň spravili radikála, Denník N
2. The best interview: Ivan Drábek, Tancovala som pre Mengeleho, Mamu mi poslal do plynu, Pravda
3. The best analytical article: Ján Kováč, Michal Lehuta, Zaľúbený do drahej diaľnice, Trend
4. The best investigative article: Mária Benedikovičová, Monika Tódová, a series of articles, Denník N
5. The best commentary: Martin Hanus, series, Konzervatívny denník Postoj
6. The best Czecho-Slovak comics, caricature, joke: V hrsti, kreslené vtipy, Rodina a škola
7. The best blog article: Ľudmila Kolesárová, series, Denník N
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Audio-visual journalism and photo journalism
1. The best feature: Rastislav Striško, Utečenecká kríza - Rodina utečencov na ceste do Európy, TV JOJ
2. The best interview, debate, discussion: Štefan Hríb, Západ versus Rusko, Pod lampou, tyzden.sk
3. The best photography: Juraj Mravec, Donbas - Na východe nič nové, MONO.sk
The jury did not award any prize in the Investigative piece category.

Overarching categories
1. Google prize for young talents of data journalism: Martin Vančo, Predátorské časopisy
2. Google prize for innovative online journalism: Filip Struhárik, Marek Bažík, Jana Čevelová, Juraj Koník, Andrej Sarvaš, Konštantín
Čikovský, Spravodajstvo Minúta po minúte, Denník N
3. The best regionally published or broadcasted contribution: Tomáš Holúbek, séria príspevkov, MY Nitrianske noviny a nasanitra.sme.sk

Special awards:
1. Award of the Association of the Slovak Periodical Press Publishers: Filip Obradovič, Ako sa žije deťom na onkológií, Trend
2. Let´s Stop Corruption Award: Konštantín Čikovský, series of analytical articles, Denník N
3. Open Society Award in memory of Karol Ježík: Tomáš Rafa, Noční vlci

The project Supporting Data Journalism is an initiative that focuses on designing university trainings. We cooperated with the Faculty of
Journalism at the Faculty of Fine Arts, Comenius University, and Catholic University in Ružomberok and with the Slovak Technical University in
Bratislava. The training focused on the importance of data journalism, data analysis, graphic possibilities of their processing and their use in
investigative journalism.
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Google prize for young talents in data journalism that constituted a part of this project was awarded within the Journalism Award 2015.
Another event was Datahack on 22-23 April 2016, implemented in cooperation with the daily SME, Zastavme korupciu (Foundation Let´s Stop
Corruption) and the Slovak Technical University in Bratislava, supported by the Google and Open Society Foundation in Prague. The project was
implemented in Slovakia, the Czech Republic, Hungary and Romania.

We have implemented this programme since 1993 with the aim to allow secondary school students to study at American or British schools,
encourage cultural exchange, getting to know the lifestyle in these countries through their stays with families, educational programmes, and
involvement in activities of clubs and the community.

Awarded scholarships:
Number of applicants: 81
Number of awarded scholarships: 7

American secondary school for international students and teachers (ASSIST), USA
Mária Blašková, C.S. Lewis Bilingual High School, Bratislava
Colorado Rocky Mountain School, Carbondale, Colorado
Ema Janáčová, Secondary Grammar School of Janko Jesenský, Bánovce nad Bebravou
The Pennington School, a boarding school in Pennington, New Jersey
Christian Alexander Filt, Milan Hodža Bilingual Grammar School, Sučany
Culver Academies, Culver, Indiana
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Headmasters’ and headmistresses’ conference (HMC) projects for Central and Eastern
Europe, Great Britain
Gréta Horváthová, Secondary Grammar School of Ľudovít Jaroslav Šulek, Komárno
Oswestry School, Shropshire
Beata Juricová, Evangelical J.A. Comenius Lutheran High School, Košice
Durham School, Durham
Terézia Michalíková, Secondary Grammar School Poštová 9, Košice
Cheltenham College, Gloucestershire
Jana Stredánska, Sport Secondary Grammar School of Jozef Herda, Trnava
Felsted School, Essex

HMC reduced fee scheme, Great Britain (direct scholarships from schools)
Zuzana Čellárová, P.O.Hviezdoslav Grammar School, Dolný Kubín
Dollar Academy, Clackmannanshire
Nina Pučeková, Milan Hodža Bilingual Grammar School, Sučany
Woodhouse Grove School, West Yorkshire
Jozef Tanzer, Juraj Hronec High School, Bratislava
Truro School, Cornwall
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Hearts beat
in the same rhythm,
no matter the ethnicity
ROMA SPIRIT

Roma Spirit is a public award supporting Roma integration. It brings information on effective and functional solutions to the challenges of the
Roma communities. This project was appreciated by the European Commission, which in its assessment states: The Project also supports a positive
image of Roma, Roma culture and contributes to eliminating stereotypes and prejudices against Roma. Anybody can contribute to implementing the
idea of Roma Spirit – by nominating personalities, organizations, companies, municipalities and other entities that actively participate in
improving the quality of life, social conditions and the situation of Roma community in our society.
NOS-OSF provided an in-kind contribution through supporting the communication strategy as well as human resources for the event.

In cooperation with the Open Society Foundation in London we started to coordinate a research and publishing project aimed at Roma Early
Childhood Inclusion in September 2016. A publication titled Roma Early Childhood Inclusion+. Report on Roma Children Inclusion into Early
Care and Education, Slovak Republic was written by a collective of authors: Z. Balážová, I. Kosová, K. Vančíková and B. Vaněk, under the
editorial leadership of V. Rafael.
The aim of the publication was to collect available data and existing analysis into one report, combined with field research in four regions (Prešov,
Banská Bystrica, Trnava and Nitra) and 28 structured interviews with different stakeholders. The management and administration of early care
and education for children from a disadvantaged environment is fragmented among various institutions, slowing down the process of
identification and adoption of effective solutions. The report will be presented in June 2017 to representatives of state and public administration
together with a list of recommendations on how to approach the predominantly ineffective situation.
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Positive self-image
AFLATOUN

In cooperation with Aflatoun International we carried out a pilot Aflatoun Programme in Slovak kindergartens aimed at supporting financial
literacy and social skills of children of pre-school age. The Aflatot Slovakia project activities were implemented from September 2015 to June
2016 in nine classes of six kindergartens in the Košice and Prešov regions, with a high representation of Roma children. The participating
kindergartens signed up to the pilot programme based on their interest. The pilot also contained an evaluation study that statistically
demonstrated relevant positive changes in various areas, including: self-regulation of children, their ability to take over initiative and the quality
of their relations with other children and adults. The study also identified a potential for improved cooperation with families. In 2016 we trained
10 teachers and presented the programme at a conference titled School Innovations 2016. *Teachers involved in the pilot went on two study tours
– one in the Czech Republic and the other one in Serbia where the programme has been functioning for some time. In the upcoming year we
would like to scale up the programme and involve more kindergartens together with community centres.
The project was supported by Iceland, Lichtenstein and Norway through the Democracy and Human Rights Programme administered by Nadácia
otvorenej spoločnosti - Open Society Foundation.

This Endowment Fund was established in December 2015 as a result of agreement between LEAF and Nadácia otvorenej spoločnosti – Open
Society Foundation. It has operated since February 2016 as a scholarship fund supporting students. It enables implementing a vision of making
education of world quality accessible to the most talented students with the highest potential, regardless of their social and economic
background. LEAF Academy is a community of people with a strong vision for a better Central Europe and it fulfils its mission through
investments into people who will shape this region.
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Organizational structure

Executive management
Ján Orlovský

Executive Director/Administrator

jan.orlovsky@osf.sk

Financial department
Jana Dravecká

Financial Director

jana.dravecka@osf.sk

Petronela Uskobová

Accountant/Grant Control

petronela.uskobova@osf.sk

Andrej Mesároš

Grant Control

andrej.mesaros@osf.sk

Programme department
EEA Fund for NGOs: Democracy and Human Rights
Elena Moťovská

elena.motovska@osf.sk

(currently on maternity leave)

Zuzana Čačová

zuzana.cacova@osf.sk

Andrea Bilá

andrea.bila@osf.sk

(until 31.12.2016)

Blanka Berkyová

blanka.berkyova@osf.sk

(until 31.10.2016)

Barbora Vaněk

barbora.vanek@osf.sk

(until 30.11.2016)
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Scholarship programme
Katarína Križková

katarina.krizkova@osf.sk

Media department
Natália Tomeková

natalia.tomekova@osf.sk

Ľubica Stanek

lubica.stanek@osf.sk

Michaela Kučová

michaela.kucova@osf.sk

Miroslava Grofová

miroslava.grofova@osf.sk

Vladimír Čabák

vladimir.cabak@osf.sk

IT
Peter Bernáth

peter.bernath@osf.sk

Office assistant
Alena Tyralová

alena.tyralova@osf.sk
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Contact
Nadácia otvorenej spoločnosti Bratislava / Open Society Foundation / NOS-OSF
Baštová 5
811 03 Bratislava
Tel: +421 2 5441 4730, 5441 6913
Fax: +421 2 5441 8867
E-mail: osf@osf.sk
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FINANCIAL REPORT

The Board of Trustees approved the budget for 2016 on 01.12.2015 with the total planned amount of €1,146,993. The Board of Trustees allocated
€325,993 for the foundation´s administration. Budgeted costs for foundation administration do not include depreciation of long-term assets,
extraordinary costs and exchange rate losses. The planned breakdown of the administration costs was as follows:
€62,537 Foundation´s operation (Section 28 par.2(c)), €11,000 travel costs reimbursement (Section 28 par.2 (e)), €252,456 salaries (Section 28
par.2 (f)), of that €48,200 was remuneration of the administrator (Section 28 par.2 (d)).

Auditor’s report on the NOS-OSF 2016 financial statement is the subject of Annex No. 1 of the Annual Report (pg.).
2016 Financial statement is the subject of Annex No. 2 of the Annual Report (pg. 83).
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Overview of income (used revenues) by source and their origin in € and overview of donors and their donations over €331.94
Received in 2016

1

€22,338

Used in 2016

€1,927

2

€78,625

3

€430,593

SISUMMA

Open Society Foundations – private non-profit fund operated in Switzerland and USA

TIPOS a.s. – A Call for Humanity

4

€117,213

€13,837

Government Office of the Slovak Republic

5

€25,248

€25,248

Contributions from natural persons for activities organized by NOS-OSF / scholarships

6

€101,208€

€683,170

7

€17,000

€17,000

8

9

€6,780

€15,000

€15,000

EEA and Norway Grant

Ministry of Education, Science and Research

Frontline London

Slovenská sporiteľňa a.s.
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10

€6,261

11

€52,722

€23,932

12

€16,059

€9,404

13

€22,194

Open Society Foundation Serbia, private foundation in Serbia

OSF London

US Embassy to the Slovak Republic, Bratislava

Open Society Foundation Prague

14

€3,933

€3,933

ASSIST

15

€5,000

€5,000

ESET Foundation

16

€5,000

€5,000

Let´s Stop Corruption Foundation

17

€11,361

€11,361

Ekopolis

18

€1,800

€1,800

Aflatoun

19

€4,500

€2,000

Embassy of Norway
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20

€1,000

€1,000

French Institute

21

€1,000

€1,000

Association of Periodic Press Publishers

22

€2,500

€2,500

Other contributions received individually in the amount of less than €331

€402,883

€1,367 566

23

€5,283

€5,283

24

€11,388

€11,388

€16,671

€16,671

€17,918.39

€17,589.04

€17,918

€17,589

€437,472

€1,401,827

25

Credit interest

Exchange rate profit

2% income tax assignments received in 2016

Income total
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List of natural persons and legal entities that received funds for public-benefit purposes from the Foundation:

Organisation

Programme/Area of support:

Provided/approved
amount in 2016

Call for Humanity

Actual
withdrawal of
funds in 2016

Centrum pre výskum etnicity a kultúry

Funds provided in 2016

€24,610.00

€23,136.73

Človek v ohrození

Funds provided in 2016

€10,500.00

€10,156.60

DIECEZNÁ CHARITA NITRA

Funds provided in 2016

€10,708.00

€7,808.00

Maltézska pomoc Slovensko o.z.

Funds provided in 2016

€8,791.00

€7,367.77

Od emócií k poznaniu, n.o.

Funds provided in 2016

€10,500.00

€10,500.00

Slovenská katolícka charita

Funds provided in 2016

€6,700.00

€6,700.00

Spoločenstvo Ladislava Hanusa

Funds provided in 2016

€23,120.00

€19,446.38
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Vysoká škola zdravotníctva a sociálnej práce
sv. Alžbety, n.o.

Funds provided in 2016

€26,000.00

€26,000.00

Človek v ohrození

Withdrawal of funds/26/2015 in 2016

€44,792.68

Liga za ľudské práva

Withdrawal of funds /27/2015 in 2016

€20,754.03

MAGNA DETI V NÚDZI

Withdrawal of funds /29/2015 in 2016

€94,070.61

Maltézska pomoc Slovensko o.z.

Withdrawal of funds/30/2015 in 2016

€5,132.73

Withdrawal of funds/32/2015 in 2016

€24,836.97

Maltézska pomoc Slovensko o.z.

Withdrawal of funds/34/2015 in 2016

€3,859.47

Inštitút pre migráciu a komunikáciu

Withdrawal of funds/35/2015 in 2016

€26,715.29

Withdrawal of funds/36/2015 in 2016

€28,980.13

Vysoká škola zdravotníctva a sociálnej práce
sv. Alžbety, n.o.

Emergency Medical and Rescue Assistance
Slovakia, o.z.
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Slovak Fashion Council, o.z.

ADRA - Adventistická agentúra pre pomoc a
rozvoj, o.z.

Withdrawal of funds/37/2015 in 2016

€30,000.00

Withdrawal of funds/38/2015 in 2016

€28,466.28

Človek v ohrození

Inštitút pre migráciu a komunikáciu

Organisation

Programme/Area of support – EEA

€15,000.00

€15,000.00

€4,200.00

€4,200.00

Provided/approved
amount in 2016

Actual
withdrawal of
funds in 2016

EDAH

Grant awarded in 2016

€9,792.00

€6,359.99

Mládež ulice

Grant awarded in 2016

€9,553.00

€8,997.89

Karpatská nadácia

Grant awarded in 2016

€9,398.00

€7,197.56
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Centrum pre výskum etnicity a kultúry

Grant awarded in 2016

€8,442.00

€7,734.37

Rada mládeže Žilinského kraja

Grant awarded in 2016

€6,734.20

€6,120.46

Saplinq

Grant awarded in 2016

€6,510.00

€5,549.36

PUNKT

Grant awarded in 2016

€6,400.00

€6,379.00

Transparency International Slovensko

Grant awarded in 2016

€5,116.00

€4,456.83

Kaspian

Grant awarded in 2016

€4,338.44

€4,311.47

A4 - asociácia združenie pre súčasnú
kultúru

Aliancia Fair- play

Aliancia žien Slovenska

Withdrawal G/76/14/2 for the period 01-04/2016

€11,767.39

Withdrawal G/63/14/2 for the period 01-04/2016

€457.31

Withdrawal G/016/15/5 for the period 0104/2016
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€12,606.39

Aliancia žien Slovenska

AMARO NIPO - občianske združenie

Withdrawal G/81/14/3 for the period 01-04/2016

Withdrawal G/018/15/1 for the period 0104/2016

€13,086.69

€11,262.94

Amnesty International Slovensko

Withdrawal G/53/14/1 for the period 01-04/2016

€161.65

Amnesty International Slovensko

Withdrawal G/55/14/5 for the period 01-04/2016

€2,520.24

Bez bariér, n.o.

Centrum dobrovoľníctva

Cyklokoalícia

Človek v ohrození

Withdrawal G/004/15/6 for the period 0104/2016

Withdrawal G/019/15/6 for the period 0104/2016

Withdrawal G/025/15/2 for the period 0104/2016

Withdrawal G/005/15/1 for the period 0104/2016
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€2,556.45

€2,880.78

€13,125.24

€8,030.96

Člověk v tísni, o.p.s. pobočka Slovensko

Detský fond Slovenskej republiky (DFSR)

Withdrawal G/50/14/6 for the period 01-04/2016

Withdrawal G/006/15/6 for the period 0104/2016

eduRoma - roma education project -

Withdrawal G/014/15/3 for the period 01-

občianske združenie

04/2016

Evanjelická diakonia ECAV na Slovensku

04/2016

Withdrawal G/336/13/6 for the period 01-

Fenestra

04/2016

Fenestra

CHARACTER

Withdrawal G/007/15/5 for the period 01-

Withdrawal G/74/14/6 for the period 01-04/2016

-

Film

Development

Withdrawal G/015/15/1 for the period 01-

Association

04/2016

Iniciatíva Inakosť

Withdrawal G/69/14/3 for the period 01-04/2016
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€4,641.04

€2,828.06

€10,881.90

€4,911.80

€3,651.99

€16,715.21

€14,097.33

€9,937.55

Iniciatíva Inakosť

Withdrawal G/82/14/5 for the period 01-04/2016

€7,520.74

Inštitút pre dobre spravovanú spoločnosť

Withdrawal G/56/14/5 for the period 01-04/2016

€7,455.75

Withdrawal G/011/15/5 for the period 01-

Karpatská nadácia

04/2016

Nadácia Pontis

Withdrawal G/70/14/5 for the period 01-04/2016

Withdrawal G/344/13/1 for the period 01-

NOMANTINELS

04/2016

€8,615.68

€8,991.44

€12,142.67

Občan, demokracia a zodpovednosť

Withdrawal G/61/14/3 for the period 01-04/2016

€18,577.71

Občianske združenie Odyseus

Withdrawal G/77/14/2 for the period 01-04/2016

€3,167.51

Withdrawal G/75/14/1 for the period 01-04/2016

€300.78

Občianske združenie Phoenix - Phoenix
Polgári Társulás

Občianske

združenie

otvorenú justíciu"

Sudcovia

"Za

Withdrawal G/008/15/4 for the period 0104/2016
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€9,559.94

OZ Žena v tiesni

Platforma

na

Withdrawal G/346/13/6 for the period 9-12/2015

podporu

zdravia

znevýhodnených skupín

Poradňa pre občianske a ľudské práva

Withdrawal G/022/15/6 for the period 0104/2016

Withdrawal G/347/13/3 for the period 0104/2016

€-130.71

€3,548.00

€9,735.88

Poradňa pre občianske a ľudské práva

Withdrawal G/72/14/4 for the period 01-04/2016

€11,818.84

Poradňa pre občianske a ľudské práva

Withdrawal G/72/14/4 for the period 09-12/2015

€24.46

PROVENTUS

Withdrawal G/020/15/6 for the period 01-4/2016

€2,250.00

PUNKT

Queer Leaders Forum

Saplinq

Withdrawal G/013/15/5 for the period 0104/2016

Withdrawal G/59/14/3 for the period 01-04/2016

Withdrawal G/012/15/5 for the period 0104/2016
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€7,750.00

€2,000.50

€8,228.96

Saplinq

Withdrawal G/68/14/1 for the period 01-04/2016

Withdrawal G/003/15/6 for the period 01-

Silnejší slabším

SPOKOJNOSŤ

04/2016

-

centrum

sociálnych

Withdrawal G/002/15/5 for the period 01-

služieb

04/2016

Spoločnosť priateľov detí z detských

Withdrawal G/009/15/5 for the period 01-

domovov Úsmev ako dar

04/2016

Stredoeurópsky manažérsky a rozvojový

Withdrawal G/021/15/1 for the period 01-

inštitút

04/2016

Transparency International Slovensko

Ulita

Withdrawal G/352/13/4 for the period 0104/2016

Withdrawal G/024/15/6 for the period 0104/2016
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€140.00

€2,235.40

€4,910.44

€8,015.34

€4,510.00

€13,705.73

€4,261.63

VIA IURIS

Withdrawal G/354/13/4 for the period 0104/2016

Výcviková škola pre vodiace a asistečné

Withdrawal G/017/15/3 for the period 01-

psy

04/2016

Združenie na pomoc ľuďom s mentálnym

Withdrawal G/354/13/2 for the period 05-

postihnutím

08/2015

Združenie Slatinka

Withdrawal G/71/14/2 for the period 01-04/2016

Združenie STORM

Withdrawal G/023/15/3 for the period 0104/2016
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€15,110.16

€3,660.27

€-4.12

€4,653.75

€8,953.98

Organization

Programme/Area of support

Provided/approved
amount in 2016

Actual
withdrawal of
funds in 2016

OZ Hráme o veľa

Awarding financial contribution

€20,000.00

€19,656.00

MAGNA DETI V NÚDZI

Awarding financial contribution

€11,276.41

€11,276.41

Asimov Alapítvány (Asimov Foundation)

Awarding financial contribution

€4,400.00

€4,400.00

Independent Journalism Foundation(Fuggetlen
Ujsagirok Alapitvanya)

Awarding financial contribution

€3,800.00

€3,800.00

€2,690.00

€2,690.00

€500.00

€500.00

€250.00

€250.00

Občianske združenie ŽENA V TIESNI

Nadácia Petit Academy

Centrum pre filantropiu, n.o.

financial contribution to support organization´s
activities

prizes for the winning teams in the DataHack
project

financial contribution to support organization´s
activities
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Natural persons

Programme/Area of support

Amount awarded in 2016

Peter Kalmus

Financial prize "Award for Socially-Engaged Arts"

€500.00

Bella Tomáš

Financial prize - Journalism Award 2015

€500.00

Benedikovičová Mária

Financial prize - Journalism Award 2015

€250.00

Čikovský Konštantín

Financial prize - Journalism Award 2015

€500.00

Čikovský Konštantín

Financial prize - Journalism Award 2015

€1,000.00

Drábek Ivan

Financial prize - Journalism Award 2015

€500.00

Hanus Martin

Financial prize - Journalism Award 2015

€500.00

Holúbek Tomáš

Financial prize - Journalism Award 2015

€500.00

Jurík Vojtěch

Financial prize - Journalism Award 2015

€500.00
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Kolesárová Ľudmila

Financial prize - Journalism Award 2015

€500.00

Kováč Ján

Financial prize - Journalism Award 2015

€500.00

Mravec Juraj

Financial prize - Journalism Award 2015

€500.00

Obradovič Filip

Financial prize - Journalism Award 2015

€1,000.00

Rafa Tomáš

Financial prize - Journalism Award 2015

€1,000.00

Striško Rastislav

Financial prize - Journalism Award 2015

€5,000.00

Tódová Monika

Financial prize - Journalism Award 2015

€250.00

Vančo Martin

Financial prize - Journalism Award 2015

€400.00

W PRESS a.s.

Financial prize - Journalism Award 2015

€500.00
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Balance and flow of assets and liabilities

Foundation´s assets in € in purchase prices:
As of 31.12.2015

As of 31.12.2016

1.

Software

0

0

2.

Small intangible assets

0

0

3.

Buildings, constructions

0

0

4.

Machinery and technology

€14,377

€ 1,737

5.

Motor vehicles

0

0

6.

Small tangible assets

0

0

7.

Land

0

0

8.

Financial resources

€1,486,717

€216,423

9.

Financial investments

€1,021,535

€1,525,038

10.

Receivables

€694,541

€269,442

11.

Estimated receivables

€746,916

€9,501

€3,964,086

€2,022,141

TOTAL
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Tangible assets in € after depreciation:
as of 31.12.2015

as of 31.12.2016

1.

Software

0

0

2.

Small intangible assets

0

0

3.

Building depreciation

0

0

4.

Machinery and technology

€14,377

€1,737

5.

Motor vehicle depreciation

0

0

6.

Inventory

0

0

7.

Small tangible assets

0

0

€14,377

€1,737

TOTAL depreciation:
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Foundation´s liabilities in €:
As of 31.12.2015

as of 31.12.2016

22,148

15,252

162

800

588,201

23,044

11,794

10,055

5,629

4,812

5

165

247

545

1,302,845

232,065

1

Liabilities to suppliers

2

Other liabilities

3

Payable grants

4

Liabilities to employees

5

Liabilities to insurance companies

6

Liabilities towards state budget

7

Liabilities towards Social Fund

8

Estimated liabilities

9

Reserves

15,099

12,017

10 Basic equity

96,276

96,276

6,639

6,639

0

265

1,536

23,483

2,140,265

1,899,128

-241,137

-304,143

3,949,709

2,020,404

11 Foundation´s equity
12 Other funds – equity funds
13 Valuation differences based on assets revaluation
14 Undistributed profit
15 Profit &loss statement
TOTAL
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Total Foundation costs in 2016 by activity type
Costs in €
Grants and contributions (non-EEA)

474,650

Democracy and Human Rights (EEA) – NGO Fund

701,684

Own programmes/projects

250,142
LAW – Good governance, democracy

19,746

MEDIA – Critical thinking and participation

80,869

Of that:
EDUCATION – Human rights, freedom and access to justice
EUROPE – Creating common space
Development activities

125,097
24,430
46,059

Administrative and overhead costs

233,434

TOTAL COSTS

1,705,969

Of that income tax

984

Costs without income tax

1,704,985
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Foundation´s administration costs
Total costs:

€1,705,970

Of that
- programme costs

€1,472,536

- administration costs

€233,434

Foundation´s administrative costs, of that:
– protection and appreciation of property

€106

– promotion of public benefit purpose

€73,073

– foundation´s operation

€41,297

– remuneration to foundation´s administrator

€48,142

– travel costs

€20,674

– wages

€50,142
€233,434
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Remuneration of other bodies set forth by the Foundation Charter
NOS – OSF bodies set forth by the Foundation Charter:
Board of Trustees
NOS-OSF’s Board of Trustees and its chairman did not receive financial or non-financial remuneration for their work as board members in 2016.

Supervisory Board
NOS-OSF’s Supervisory Board members did not receive any financial or non–financial remuneration for their work.

Council of Elders
NOS-OSF’s Council of Elders – advisory body of the Board of Trustees – members did not receive any financial or non-financial remuneration
for their work.
Pursuant to Act No. 34/2002 on Foundations, no other NOS-OSF bodies were established by the Foundation Charter in 2016.

Overview of Foundation Funds Activities and Monies in the Foundation Funds
In accordance with Act No. 34/2002 on Foundations, NOS-OSF founded the LEAF Foundation Fund in 2015.
During 2016, the amount received by the Fund equaled €265.
No activities were carried out from the Fund´s money in 2016.
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Changes to Foundation Charter in 2016
Pursuant to Act No. 34/2002 on Foundations, no amendments were adopted to the Foundation Charter in 2016, with the exception of appointing
new members of the Board of Trustees.

Structure of Foundation´s bodies in 2016
Structure of NOS – OSF bodies set forth by the Foundation Charter:

NOS-OSF Administrator:
Ján Orlovský
NOS-OSF Board of Trustees
NOS-OSF Board of Trustees has six members:
Name:

Position:

Ivana Molnárová

chairwoman

Richard Ďurana

member

Miroslav Šarišský

member

Radovan Pala

member

Janette Motlová

member

Juraj Hipš

member (20.02.2016)
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The Board of Trustees delegates the decision-making on grants in specific areas to expert committees. The expert committees are bound to duly
comply with rules similar to those of the Board of Trustees.

NOS-OSF Supervisory Board:
Name:

Position:

Renáta Bláhová

chairwoman

Magdaléna Dobišová

member

Peter Gažík

member

The Board of Elders did not have any meetings in 2016.
The Board of Elders is an advisory body to the Foundation’s Board of Trustees. Its mission is to empower the Foundation to develop new topics
related to existing challenges in society and to see starting points for short and long-term strategies. The Board of Elders consists of distinguished
and respected figures in Slovak public life, mainly former members of the Board of Trustees. The Board of Elders holds its meetings twice a year
and holds no authority to decide upon financial matters.
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